Beerpongsällskapets game rules:
1. Each team consists of two players.
2. Each team have ten cups arranged in a triangle with four cups as a base and with the
top of the triangle directed towards the opposing team. The rear four cups shall
contain water and will not be consumed, they will be set aside only.
3. Before each game every team collects 0,8 liters of beverage of their own choosing
from the bar. The beverage should be divided equally in to the remaining six cups.
4. When it is your teams turn both players shall throw one ball each towards their
opponent’s cups. The balls are not allowed to be thrown at the same time. The first
players ball is ”dead” when it lands in a cup or is outside the table, only then will the
second player be allowed to throw. The same goes for the opposing team, before their
turn starts both balls have to be ”dead”.
5. To decide which team gets to throw first a game of ”rock, paper, scissor” will be
played between all players. If both players from the same team wins they’ll start, but if
one player from each teams wins then the winning players will play one more game of
”rock, paper, scissor” and the winning players team will throw first.
6. Once a ball lands in a cup, the cup is taken away and the opponent drinks the contents
of the cup.
7. If a player throws a ball and it lands in a cup that the opposing team earlier has taken
of the table, but still contains beverage, the game will stop and the throwing team will
be assigned the win. This regardless to where the cup is place, even if the cup is in a
player’s hand. (This rule does not apply to the cups containing water).
8. When throwing, a player’s shoulder is not allowed to lean over the table. If this
happens the throw will not count and the ball will be given to the opposing team.
9. If the ball first bounces on the table or on other objects (a cup for an example) and
then lands in one of the opposing teams’ cups, both the cup that the ball landed in and
another cup that the throwing team gets to choose will be removed from the table. The
drink in the cup shall be consumed.
10. It is allowed to slap away the ball if it bounces on the table.
11. If the ball first hits one of the opposing players and then lands in one of the cups, two
cups will be removed from the table. Both the cup that the ball landed in and another
cup that the throwing team gets to choose.
12. If the ball hits the table and/or any other object on the table and then lands in your own
cup, the cup will be removed and the ball will be given to the opposing team. The
drink in the cup shall be consumed.

13. If the ball directly lands in your own cup, the cup will be removed and the ball will be
given to the opposing team. The drink in the cup shall be consumed.
14. If you spill out your own cup/cups, the cup/cups will be removed from the table. The
drink in the cup shall be consumed.
15. When the ball is thrown it is not allowed to be touched by the opposing team until it
hits the table or is over the edge of the table. If this would happen, the throwing team
gets to choose one of the opposing teams cups to be removed from the table. The drink
in the cup shall be consumed.
16. If a throw would overthrow and spill out the opposing teams cup, the cup shall be put
back on the table and be refilled with beverage. After that, the thrower will get another
turn.
17. If a throw would overthrow and spill out one cup and then land in another, the
overthrown cup shall be put back on the table and be refilled with beverage. But the
cup in which the ball landed in will be removed from the table. The thrower will not
get another turn.
18. If the ball is spinning around the inside of the cup it is not allowed to blow on it to try
to force it up and out of the cup.
19. Every team gets to rearrange the opposing teams’ cups once each game. But when
they do, the cups’ base has to be wider than its front. (i.e. 2-1, 3-1, 3-2 etc.)
20. It is not allowed to keep your hands over the table with a purpose of disturbing
(psyche) the opposing team when it is their turn to throw. If that happens the throw
will be redone. If it happens repeatedly the referee will hand out a penalty cup and it is
the opposing team that gets to choose which cup will be removed from the table. The
drink in the cup shall be consumed.
21. Trash talk is not allowed! If it occurs the referee might hand out a penalty cup and in
some cases, it can lead to disqualification from the tournament.
22. In situations that leads to questions or arguments between the two teams, a referee
should be contacted.
23. The game is over when one team does not have any cups left.

